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The Born amplitudes of elastic n-d scattering are formulated for the pheno-
menological nuclear forces of such a type as is proposed by Tamagaki. In 
terms of the scattering amplitudes, the basic formulae are also given for the 
various scattering parameters such as 1(0), P(O), D(O), R(O), Cnn and CKP. 
1 Introduction 
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Scattering of nucleons by deuterons provides a typical example of a three-body prob-
lem. It involves a single particle added to the two-body system, but its theoretical 
treatments encounter difficulties immediately. Such difficulties are of course principally 
due to the fact that the three-body problem generally cannot be solved rigorously. 
Many investigations of elastic n-d scattering have been attempted. Each of them 
naturally makes certain kinds of approximations and assumptions. Some of the authorsll 
use the first Born approximation including the nucleon exchange, i. e. essentially the 
same as the lowest-order perturbation theory. Others2) make the so-called impulse 
approximation3), in which the two nucleons in the deuteron act as independent targets. 
These approximations seem to be adequate at high energies, since the wavelengths of 
the incident particles are then much smaller than the deuteron radius. 
On the other hand, at low energies some other approximations have been employed. 
The variational method** js typical of them and is mostly used to find the critical limit 
of such a quantity as the scattering length. Another method5) is a kind of two-body 
approximation, in which the deuteron is treated as if it were a single-particle interacting 
with the incident neutron through an effective n-d potential. This approximation, how-
ever, neglects the nucleon exchange effects which may be appreciable at low energies. 
Besides those approximate calculations mentioned above, a new formalismS) for the 
three-body problem has been proposed, in which exact integral equations for the three-
-body scattering operators are given. These equations have been solved7l for elastic n-d 
scattering with separable two-body interactions. 
Now, several important questions still remain. At present it it not clear, for example, 
which of the various nuclear potentials proposed up to date is most satisfactory for the 
three-body system, and whether or not the three-body forces are significant. Among 
* Division of Applied Science. 
** For example, see ref.4) and ealier papers cited there. 
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the proposed nuclear potentials there are considerable differences particularly in their 
non-central parts. The study of the spin-polarization phenomena in n-d scattering is 
therefore expected to give further information on the property of the nuclear forces. 
The purpose of the present paper is thus to formulate the amplitudes of elastic n-d 
scattering and to give the scattering parameters in terms of them on the basis of the 
phenomenological nuclear forces. Since it seems of particular interest to consider 
medium-energy regions, we employ the first Born approximation including the nucleon 
exchange. The earlier calculationsll using the Born approximation assumed only central 
forces or central plus tensor forces. 
In the present paper we implicitly assume the phenomenological potentials of a type 
as is proposed by TamagakiS), which consists of central, tensor, LS, quadratic LS and 
repulsive soft core interactions and can reasonably reproduce the two-nucleon data up 
to about 300 Mev. 
In sect. 2, we give the expressions for the scattering amplitudes in such a form as to 
have computational facility. The main results for the central and tensor forces are 
already given in a review article by Verde9), which are summarized briefly in subsect. 
2.2 with some new results. In sect. 3, various scattering parameters are given in terms 
of the scattering amplitudes. 
2 Formulation of the Born amplitudes 
We adopt the notations of refS). and label the incident neutron as 1 and the neutron 
and proton in the deuteron as 2 and 3, respectively. We introduce two conventional 
coordinates defined by 
r=rz-ra. 
2.1 Wave functions 
We define the total spin eigenfunctions x as follows: x8 for spin quartet, x" and x' for 
spin doublet, symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to an interchange between 2 and 
3, respectively. We specify the z-component of total spin by a suffix as x!. Similarly we 
define total isospin eigenfunctions ,$, e" and ". 
The unperturbed wave functions in the spatial coordinates are taken as the products 
of the plane wave corresponding to the incoming or outgoing neutron and the deuteron 
inner wave function ,per), which is here assumed to be in a pure S-state and is norma-
lized so that 
·········(2.1) 
The total eigenfunctions for the initial state, which are antisymmetric as a whole, are 
then 
1fr ~z= x! {(V23 elf - +e' )(13) _(V; elf ++e') (12)+e' (23) }exp(ikq),p(r), 
for spin 3/2 (quartet), 
·········(2.2) 
1/r~z=+[X'm{(y'23" -+,")C13)-(V2I " ++''')C12)} 
+X~{( +" -V2~")C13)+(+,r +V:C")(12)+2C'(23)}J 
xexp(ikq)¢(r), 
for spin 1/2 (doublet), 
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.. ·· .. · .. (2.3) 
where k is the wave number vector of the incoming neutron, (13), (12) and (23) the 
permutation operators, i.e. 
(13)f(rh rz) = f(rs, r2) etc. 
2.2 Scattering amplitudes 
.. .... · .. (2.4) 
In the first Born approximation, the scattering amplitudes are given by 
........ ·(2.5) 
with 
1/ri=(tJ;~2), 1/rJ=(exp(-ik'q)¢Cr )C'X!, exp(-ik(q)¢(r)C(x~) ......... (2.6) 
tJ;~ , 
where k' is the wave number vector of the outgoing neutron. In 1/rJ only C' does appear, 
since the deuteron ground state is isospin singlet. 
The interaction Hint is assumed to be 
.. · ...... (2.7) 
with 
.. ·· .... ·(2.8) 
where Vtj is the potential between nucleons i and j, and M the nucleon mass. Since 
the wave functions are antisymmetric under the interchange between 2 and 3, we can 
simply take 
Hint=~U1Z 3 
instead of (2.7). 
·········(2.9) 
The scattering amplitudes between the initial states and the final states, specified with 
spin and its z-component, are then given by 
with 
<3/2 m'IOI3/2 m>= f exp( -ik'q)¢(r)C'x!OWS~2dT', 1 
<3/2 m'IOI1/2 m>= f exp( -ik'q)¢(r)C'x!OtJ;~2dT'. 
<1/2 m'IOI3/2 m>= f exp( -ik(q)¢(r)"x!tOtV~2dT', J 
<1/2 m'IOll/2 m>= f exp( -ik'q)¢(r)"x!tOtJ;~2dT', 
o = - _I-Hint. 
41C 
··· .. ···-(2.10) 
··· .. ····(2.11) 
Now, as the inter-nucleon potential we shall implicitly assume the phenomenological 
potentials of such a type as is proposed by Tamagaki8). Since the Tamagaki potential 
consists of central, tensor, LS and quadratic LS parts, we shall deal with these parts 
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separately. In the similar manner as in ref. 9), the results for the central and tensor 
forces are readily given with a slight modification. 
2. 2. 1 Central force 
We put the central force in the form 
Ve(r12) =V~a(r12) pC!) pC;) - 3V~1(r12) pC;) p (;) - 3V~8(r12) pC~) P C;) +9V~1(r12) pC~)P c;>, 
......... (2.12) 
where P(:), PC;} are the projection operators to the spin triplet state and the spin singlet 
state, respectively, and P(;-), PC;) the similar operators for the isospin states. We then 
have 
where 
<3/2 m10e13/2 m>= _+(3J~3+J~1)+-t-(3n3-J~1)+J~1, 
<1/2 mlOell/2 m>= __ I_(3J~a+J~1+9J13+3J11) 
8 
+_I_(3J88 _ J31_ 9J18+3J11) __ 1_J81 8 2 2 2 22 8, 
J;' ~3~-f expC - ik' q)\bCr) lY,' C r,,)exp(ikq)\b C r)d "rd'q. 1 
::: : -:t ~ ::: ~ :::::::::~: :::::::::~ :::::::~:: ::::::: f 
\ ......... C2.13) 
........ ·(2.14) 
All the other scattering amplitudes are zero by virtue of the conservation of angular 
momentum. After performing integrations analytically as far as possible, we have 
where 
, J{r=3kS(k, 8) fo
oo U;~(x)sin(Kx)xdx, 
JI1-=_I_Jd3/C (J)(K)(J)(IA:+K/21) JooU1T(x)sin(IA:-Llx)xdx 
2 61t3 IA:-LI 0 e , 
J;r = ir:(J) (Q) f~ u~r(x)~(x)sin(Lx)xdx, 
K=k-k', L=k' +k/2, Q=k' /2+k; 
S(k, 8) = f ~2(r )exp( - iKr/2)d8r, 
(J)(k) = f ~(r)exp(ikr)d3r. 
2.2.2 Tensor force 
We put the tensor force in the form 
VT(r12) = C - 3V~(r12) P~-) + V~(r12) P~+)JS12cr12)' 
wher-e 
Then we have 
\ 
·········(2.15) 
........ ·(2.16) 
·········(2.17) 
.. ...... ·(2.18) 
........ -(2.19) 
........ -(2.20) 
_ 2 
<3/2 m'IOTI3/2 m>=v 5:EC -1)"(3/2 2 m-1l13/2 m') 
,,=-2 
x {3[TlCIl) - T~CIl) J - (3T~(p) - T~(Il) J 
+2TgCIl)} , 
<3/2 m'IOTIl/2 m>=V5 f:. C-)"C1/2 2m-1l13/2 m') 2 ,,=-2 
x {3[TlCIl) -T~CIl))+2(3TKIl) -T~CIl)J 
+2T~CIl)}, 
<1/2 m'IOTI3/2 m>= -,/ ~ "E~-1)"C3/2 2m-1l11/2 m') 
X {3(Tl(ll) - T~(Il) J - (3TjCp) - T:(Il) J 
+2T~CIl)} , 
<1/2 m'IOTI1/2 m>=O, 
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·········(2.21) 
where Ti (,u) is the same integral as Ji' given by (2.14) except that U~' (r12) is replaced 
by U;'(r12) P~2) (r12), P~2) (r12) being a spherical harmonic of order 2 defined by 
p(2) Cx) = (-1),,/32-IIll..2l.p'CCOS9)eil'9I ........ -(2.22) 
r' 411'(2+ 11l1)! Z 
for a unit vector* x pointing in the direction (0, 1», and (j j'mm' I J M) is the Clebsch-
-Gordan coefficient for the coupling of (j, m) with (j', m') to the resultant (J, M). 
Performing integrations as in the case of J;'. we have 
where 
Ti(p) = ( - -{-)S(k, 9)( ~l)'/g~ :~:5:P:(COS9K) f~ U;'(X)j'(KX)x'dX'j 
T~(Il)=( - 6~8 )C-1)II/g~:::~:Jd8d)C/C)Q)(IIC+K/21) 
XP:Ccos9,_L)exp(ill1>k-L) Jo
oo 
UTCx)h(1 k-LI x)x2dx, 1········-(2.23) 
T;(Il) = ( - -{-)C -1)1'/ g~: ~1-~Q)(Q)P:CCOS9L) 
X Jo
oo 
U;'(x)1>(x)hCLx)xZdx, 
_ Kk _ kCIC-L) _ kL. 
COS9K- Kk' cos9~_r..- kllC-L/ ' COS9L- kL-' ·········C2.24) 
¢>k-L is the azimuthal angle of (Ie - L) when the polar axis points in the direction of k, 
and j2 (x) the spherical Bessel function of second order. 
2.2.3 LS force 
We now proceed to the LS force which we put in the form 
VLSCr 1Z) = (VlsCr12).P~-) + VbCrlZ) P~+)JL12812' ·········C2.25) 
where L12 is the relative orbital angular momentum between 1 and 2, and 
8 12 =_1-C0"1 +0"2)~ ·········C2.26) 2 21t 
010 02 being the Pauli spin operators for 1 and 2, respectively. In a way similar to 
* Hereafter we abbreviate P ~n)(+ ) simply as P ~n) Cx). 
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subsects. 2. 2. 1 and 2. 2.2, we have 
where 
<3/2 m'IOLsI3/2 m>= (X!,812X!) (82+8a -281), 
<3/2 m'IOLsI1/2 m>=_1_(y3(X!,812X'm)(8a-8a) 2 
- (X!,811IX~)(481 +8a+8a)), 
<1/2 m'IOLsI3/2 m>= (X~812X!)(8a+88-281)' 
<1/2 m'IOLsl1/2 m>=+(y3(X~81aX'm)(82-8a) 
- (X~812 X~(481 +82+8a)), 
8 1 = _l_Jexp( -ik'q)~(r)-1-(U1LS(r12) 3~ 4 
+3U~S(r1a))L12exp(ikq)~(r)d8rd8q, 
8a= 3~ Jexp ( -ik'q)~(r)+(U1Ls(rI2) 
+ U~S(r12) )LllI(12)[ exp(ikq)~(r) )d8rd8q, 
8a = 3~ J exp( - ik' q)~(r) U~S(rI2)LI2(13) (exp(ikq)~(r) )d8rd8q. 
1 
I 
·· .... ···(2.27) 
·········(2.28) 
Now, for an arbitrary vector a, we can expand the scalar product of 8 12 and a as 
follows 1 0) : 
·········(2.29) 
where X:l~ (0'10 0'2) is a tensor operator of rank 1 applying in the spin space, and P!l) (a) 
a spherical harmonic of order 1. If we normalize P ~l) (a) such that 
PJl>(a) = PI (cos8) , 
(J being the polar angle of a, then we have 
Making use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem10) 
<j' m'lx(!)lj m> (jcI~ro',j;' j)')<j' jIXJ1'1H>, 
for j, j' half integers and j~j', we have 
(x!,x:t~ x~) = - (1/2 1 m - tt 13/2 m'), 
(X~X!.I~X~)=y 1/3 (1/2 1 m-ttI3/2 m'), 
(X~X~I~X!) = -y 2/3 (3/2 1 m -ttl 1/2 m'), 
, 
(x~x!.I~Xm)= -(1/2 1 m-ttl1/2 m'), 
(x!,x!.I~X~)=2Y 5/3 (3/2 1 m-ttI3/2 m'), 
, -
(X~X~~Xm)=y 1/3 (1/2 1 m-ttI1/2 m'). 
By decomposing L12 into 
L 1Z = -i ~(r+2q)X(Vq+2Vr), 8~ 
1 j 
.. · ...... (2.30) 
.. · ...... (2.31) 
.... ·····(2.32) 
· .. · .... ·(2.33) 
.. · ...... (2.34) 
and by performing some integrations in a manner outlined in the Appendix, we obtain 
_1 
<3/2 m'IOLsI3/2 m>=2y 5/3 L: (-1)1'(3/2 1 m-ttI3/2 m') 1'=-1 
X (82(tt) +8a(tt) - 281 (tt)], 
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_1 
<3/2 m'IOLsl1/2 m>=v 1/3 r; (-1)11(1/2 1 m-,u13/2 m') 
11=-1 
X (Sa(,u) - 2S1 (,u) - 2Sa(,u)]. 
_1 
<1/2 m'IOLsI3/2 m>=v2/3 r; (-1)11(3/2 1m-,u!1/2 m') 
11=-1 
X (2S1(,u) -Sa(,u) -Sa(,u)J. 
_1 
<1/2 m'IOLsl1/2 m>=V1/3 r; (-1)11(1/2 1m-,u11/2 m') 11=-1 
X [Sa(,u) - 2S1 (,u) - 2Sa(,u) J. 
1 
·········(2.35) I 
where 
Sl(,u) = - i-1-kS(sin9)S(k. 9)_1_[0is(K) +30is(K) JP:,ll (kXk'). 3 4 r 
Sa(,u) = i-1-Jd8K0(K)0(1 IC+K/21 )_1-(O},s(IIC-LI) 121[8 2 
_ (ll 
+U~s(1 IC-LI)Jx I (IC-L)XkIPII {(IC - L) Xk}. 
1 !l> Sa(,u) = - i3 k
2(sin9)0(Q)WLs(L)P II (kxk'). I ........ ·(2.36) 
with 
WLS(K) = -+ Jooo utts(x)¢(X)h(KX)x8dx. } ·········(2.37) 
jl ex) being the spherical Bessel function of first order. 
2.2.4 Quadratic LS force 
The so-called quadratic LS force has been first introduced by Hamada and lohnstonlll 
and is of the form 
where 
L1a = (olos)L~s -+( (olL12) (OaL 1z) +0--2)J. 
'We decompose L12 into 
L Ia = - 6~:a [(olO'a) {(r+2q)(VQ+2V r)a 
- (r+2q)( (r+2Q)(Vq+2V r)J(Vq+2V r)} 
- _1_ {4(oa(r+2Q) J(Ol(V q+2Vr)J+(r+2Q)[01((r+2Q) 
2 
X (Vq+2V r))((Vq+2V r) X02J+(1--2)} J. 
By performing tedious calculations as before, we obtain 
<3/2 m'IOLLI3/2 m>= (Is+Ia-211)Bm, m' 
_ a 
+2v 5 ~ (-1)11(3/2 2 m-.u13/2 m') 
II=-S 
X (1:+1: - 21D. 
_ 2 
<3/2 m'IOLLI1/2 m>=v5 ~ (-1)11(1/2 2m-.u13/2 m') 11=-2 
X (I: - 21i - 21;). 
........ ·(2.38) 
.. ...... ·(2.39) 
.. · .. · .. ·(2.40) 
( ...... · .. (2.41) 
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where 
with 
_ 2 
<1/2 m'IOLLI3/2 m>=Vl0LJ (-1)1'(3/2 2m-.ull/2 m') 
1'=-2 
x (21i - I~' - I;), 
<1/2 m'IOLLll/2 m>=+[ls-2(Il+12)-3(2I'I+I'S)Jomm', 
11 = -1-(Jl +GK2) 181r2 ' 
12 = li1r8J 2. 
Is = 118 [( 4k2 - K2)K2Z(L) J + (13K2 - 35k2)W L(L) J0( Q), 
li= li1t {(JS+GK2) P~2)(K)+Jr+GK2[p~2) (k) _P~2) (k')J), 
I U 1]1' 2=721t 2' 
11'= __ 1_ {WL(L)((k+L)2p<2)(k+L)+k2P<2)(k) -UP(2)(L)J 8 18 I' I' I' 
h=J'oo K2dK0(K)jl dxlll(VK2+K2/4-KKx) 
o -1 
1 
X {[k2K2 - K4/4+4K2K2+K2(k-K)KX- 2(3K2 - k2)K2X2JU L(K) 
1 
-2(k2+4K2+KKX)V L(K)) , 
J2= jd3K0(K)0(1~+K/21) 
X {2(kx (~_L)J2U1C11C -LI) - (4k2+5k(1C - L)JVl( I ~- LI)}, 
J8=641r2V~(K)KJOO K8dK0(K)jl xdx0(VK2+K2/4-KKX), 
o -1 
Ji= -81t jd8K0(K)0(1~-K/2) 
1 
X {U L(K)[KX (k+21C) J2p~2) [KX (k+21C) J 
1 
+V L(K)(k+21C)2P~2)(k+21C)), 
J;= j dSK0(K)0(1~+K/21) {((~- L)2P~2) (~- L) -3k2P~2)(k) 
- (k+~ _L)2P~2)(k+~ - L)JVl( I~-LI) 
-4(kX (~_L)J2p~2)[kX (~-LI)J Ul(1 k- LI)}, 
1 
G=4(21r)4S(k. 8)V L(K); 
U~2(K) = - ~2 j 000 Uti(x)j2(Kx)x4dx. 
V~2(K) = -+ f~Uti(X)h(KX)X8dx, 
1 foo 3 • WL(L) = -y 0 ULL(X)~(X)Jl(Lx)X8dx, 
1 fOC> Z(L) = --V 0 U1LCx)~(x)h(Lx)x4dx; 
U~L=-i-(U2LCr12)+3U~L(r12)J, 
·········(2.42) 
········-(2.43) 
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and l'lt l'a are respectively defined as Ih la in which Uil,Cr12), Ui~Cr12) are replaced by 
Ul~Cr12)' UlaL (r12), respectively. 
3 Scattering parameters 
In terms of the scattering amplitudes we can express various scattering parameters 
for elastic n-d scattering defined in the same way as in the case of nucleon-nucleon 
scattering12l. We denote each scattering amplitude as 
fafi=<a.IOI.e>=<Y m'IOlj m>. ·· .. ·····(3.1) 
where a. 13=1, 2, 3. 4 are for the spin quartet with m, m'=3/2, - 3/2, 1/2, -1/2 and a, 
(1=5, 6 for the spin doublet with m, m'=lj2, -1/2, respectively. 
3.1 Differential cross section 1(0) 
The differential cross section 1(0) is given by 
Trfft __ 1_ 6 2 
1(0) 2(2S+1)- 6 a~llfafil , 
with S=l for the deuteron. 
3.2 Polarization P(O) 
If we define a unit vector n normal to the production plane, namely 
kxk' 
n- k2 • 
· ........ (3.2) 
.... · .... (3.3) 
the polarization P(O) is given by 
I(O)P(B) = <(T n> = Tr(fft(Tln) 
1 2(2S+1) , · ........ · .. (3.4) 
for an initially unpolarized beam. Applying eqs. (5), (6) from the work of Wu-Ashkinll 
for spin functions, we have 
1 6 -- - __ _ _ _ 
I(O)P(O) =gIm a~ (v' 3 (f1Qf8a+f4,f2~)+v' 6 (f5afIa+f2af6,)+2faaf,a+f5afS7 
+v2 Cfaafs,,+f5af4") J. .. ...... ·(3.5) 
This expression for P(O) is already given in eq. (7) of ref2). 
3.3 Depolarization D(O) 
When an incident beam is perfectly polarized in the direction of n, the depolarization 
DCO) is given by 
1(0)(1- D(O) J == <(T1n> Tr(f((Tln)f
t ((TIn) +fft ((t1n) J 
2(2S+1) 
We then get 
I(O)(D(O)+P(O) -lJ= ~ Y!fi YfJ ", 
a,p=1 
where 
.. · ...... (3.6) 
...... · .. (3.7) 
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Y 1a=V 1/3 f aa -v2/3 f 5a, 
Yza= -v 1/3 f 1a+(2/3)f4a+(V2/3)fea, 
Yaa= - (2/3)£aa+V 1/3 faa - (V2/3)f5a, 
Y 4a= -v 1/3 f4a+V 2/3-£6a, 
Y5a=~ 2/3 f 1a+ (V2/3)f,a+ (1/3)f6a, 
Y 6a = - (V2 /3) faa - V2/3 faa - (1/3)f5a, 
and here the dagger stands for "hermitean-like conjugate", i.e. 
t - - --Y la = V 1/3 faa - V 2/3 fa5, etc. 
3.4 Rotation ReO) 
The rotation R (0) is defined by 
I(8)R(8) = <0 s> = Tr[f(oIDX k)ft(O'ls) +fft(O'lS) J 
1 2(2S+1) , 
1 j ·········(3.8) 
·········(3.9) 
·········(3.10) 
for an incident beam perfectly polarized in the direction of n x k. Here s is defined by 
Dxk' L s- I k'Ll ' ·········(3.11) 
k'L being the momentum of the outgoing neutron in the laboratory system. We then get 
I(8)R(8)=+ t. (xt +£! )(X ,cos9L-Z sin9L), 
a,,,=l ' 
where OL is the scattering angle in the laboratory system, 
X 1a = V 1/3 faa - V 2/3 £6a, 
Xaa=V 1/3 £la+(2/3)f4a+(vZ/3)f6 r, 
Xsa= (2/3)£aa+V 1/3 faa+(V2/3)f5a, 
X,a = V 1/3 f,a - V 2/3 £6a, 
X5a = - V 2/3 f 1a + (VZ /3)f,a + (1/3)f6a, 
X6a= (v2 /3)£aa -V 2/3 f 2,,+(1/3)f&a ; 
Zaa= (1/3)faa +(2y'2/3)f6a, 
Zaa = - (1/3)f4a - (2v2/3)f6a , 
Z5a = (2v2/3)£8a, 
Zea = - (2V2/3)£,,,. 
3.5 Spin correlation coefficient Cnn 
We define Cnn as 
Cnn= «O'lD) [(O'a+os)nJ>. 
Then we get 
3.6 Spin correlation coefficient CKP 
We define CKP as 
·········(3.12) 
········.(3.13) 
·········(3.14) 
·········(3.15) 
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·· .. ····-(3.16) 
where 
P _ k'L 
- Ik'LI' K=PXD. ·········(3.17) 
Then we get 
-v 1/6 (~af6a+£;af5a) +v 1/2 (faaff)a+Laf 6a)]sin28L 
-- - 2 - -
+ [v 1/6 (flaf5a - fzaf 6a) - v3(flaf8a - f4afza) 
1 - 1 -
- 2v'2f8af6a+ V 2 f 4afsa]cos28L 
+v 3/2 (f1af5a - ~af6a) + (1/2v2)faaf6a - v 1/2 f4afsa }. ·········(3.18) 
4 Summary 
Simultaneous measurements of the scattering parameters 1(0), P(O), D(O), R(O), Cnn 
and C KP for elastic n-d scatteFing will give further valuable information on the property 
of the nuclear forces, since each of those parameters reflects certain characteristic 
features of the nuclear forces, in particular, of their spin-dependence*. We have derived 
the formulae for these scattering parameters in terms of the scattering amplitudes, 
which are put in a form of as much computational facility as possible. 
Use has been made of the first Born approximation with the phenomenological nuclear 
forces which are strongly spin-dependent. In spite of the approximation made the 
resultant expressions are still of rather complicated structure. 
Our neglect of the distortion of the waves may give rise to some error. If so, the 
distortion of the waves will affect 1(0) more strongly than the other scattering parame-
ters, since an important effect of the distortion is to multiply the expectation values 
by a correction factor and this is then cancelled out in such a Fatio as <q>/I(O). It is 
expected anyhow that the error can be made so small as to allow at least qualitative 
comparison with experiments by choosing certain suitable energies of incident neutrons, 
say about 50 Mev. 
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Appendix 
Substitution of (2. 34) into the integral for S1 given in (2. 28) leads to 
8 1 = -i 3~ JexP(i(k-k')Q]<fo(r)U(IQ+r/21) {<fo(r)(i(r+2Q)Xk]+4 <P'(r)~Qxr) }d8rd8q, 
·········(A.1) 
* This point may be realized more clearly by referring to ref.la l , for example, which treats the same 
problem in terms of transition matrices. 
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where <fo'Cr)=Tr<foCr). The second term in the curly brackets of CA. 1) contributes 
nothing by virtue of the factor Cqxr), as can be seen by performing integration over 
r first. Thus, putting x=q+r/2, we have 
8 1a= - 2~ JexpCiKx) (kX a)xU(x)d8x fexp( -iKr/2)<fo2(r)d3r, ···· .. ···(A.2) 
for an arbitrarily fixed vector a. The first integral in CA. 2) is easily evaluated by 
taking K as the polar axis, giving 
81a= -i ~~ k2(sin8)S(k, 8) ~~~K J~U(x)jl(Kx)x8dx. 
The integrals S2 and S3 can be evaluated analogously. 
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